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We investigate the interplay between spatial anisotropy and further exchange interactions in the
spin- 1
2
Heisenberg antiferromagnetic model on a triangular lattice. We use the Schwinger boson
theory by including Gaussian fluctuations above the mean-field approach. The phase diagram
exhibits a strong reduction of the long range collinear and incommensurate spirals regions with
respect to the mean-field ones. This reduction is accompanied by the emergence of its short range
order counterparts, leaving an ample room for 0-flux and nematic spin liquid regions. Remarkably,
within the neighborhood of the spatially isotropic line, there is a range where the spirals are so fragile
that only the commensurate 120◦ Ne´el ones survive. The good agreement with recent variational
Monte Carlo predictions gives support to the rich phase diagram induced by spatial anisotropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two dimensional (2D) frustrated magnets have been
the natural playground for the search of non-conventional
magnetic states like quantum spin liquids.1–5These states
of matter are characterized by both, a strong quantum
entanglement among the spins of different sites and the
presence of fractional magnetic excitations. Unlike the
magnetically ordered states, a quantum spin liquid state
is topologically ordered in the sense that certain pat-
terns of entangled spins emerge.6 The first theory for
a quantum spin liquid was the resonant valence bond
(RVB) proposed by P. W. Anderson within the context
of the spin- 12 antiferromagnetic (AF) Heisenberg model
on the triangular lattice7. The RVB state is a linear
superposition of different configurations of short range
singlets where conventional spin-1 excitations can decay
into pairs of spin- 12 excitations due to the resonant (en-
tangled) character of the RVB state. Even if subsequent
works8–14 demonstrate that the ground state of the trian-
gular Heisenberg antiferromagnet has a 120◦ Ne´el struc-
ture with local magnetization m = 0.205, it is believed
that such reduction to 41% of the full moment is a sig-
nal of its proximity to a quantum melting point.15 In
fact, numerical studies16–22 show that a small amount of
exchange interactions to next-nearest neighbors, the so-
called J1−J2 model, induces a continuous transition to a
quantum spin liquid state at just J2/J1 ≈ 0.07. In agree-
ment with this idea, recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiments in the effective S = 12 triangular antiferro-
magnet Ba3CoSb2O9
23,24, show an unusual extended and
structured continuum25–28 that can not be accounted for
by large-S expansions, suggesting a significant amount
of quantum fluctuations as expected in proximity to a
quantum melting point29–31.
Another related model that has been widely stud-
ied in the literature32–37 is the spatially anisotropic
J1 − J ′1 Heisenberg model on a triangular lattice, where
J1 runs along two directions and J
′
1 along the other
one (see Fig. 1). For 0 ≤ J1/J ′1 ≤ 1 it corre-
sponds to spin chains along J ′1 coupled through frus-
trating zigzag exchange J1, interpolating between de-
coupled AF spin chains, J1/J
′
1 = 0, and the spatially
isotropic triangular antiferromagnet, J1/J
′
1 = 1. In par-
ticular, this model has been proposed to describe the
unusual excitation spectrum of the compound Cs2CuCl4
with J1/J
′
1 ≈ 0.3338–41 and the spiral features of the
compound Cs2CuBr4 with J1/J
′
1 ≈ 0.7540,42. Recent
variational Monte Carlo (VMC) calculations37 predict a
quasi-one-dimensional gapless spin liquid for J1/J
′
1 ≤ 0.6
and incommensurate spiral phases for J1/J
′
1 ≥ 0.6 which
are in agreement with the observed features of the com-
pounds Cs2CuCl4 and Cs2CuBr4, respectively. Origi-
nally, the anomalous extended continuum observed in
the excitation spectrum of Cs2CuCl4 was identified with
the presence of 2D spinons,34,39,43 although it was rec-
ognized later that such a spinon continuum has a one
dimensional (1D) character due to the dimensional reduc-
tion induced by the frustrating zigzag coupling35,41,44,45.
This one-dimensionalization phenomenon has also been
found in spin-1 systems.46–48 On the other hand, for
0 ≤ J ′1/J1 ≤ 1, the model interpolates between the
square AF, J ′1/J1 = 0, and the triangular AF, J
′
1/J1 = 1.
VMC predicts a transition at J ′1/J1 ≈ 0.7 from a collinear
Ne´el phase to incommensurate spiral phases; while in the
range 0.7 ≤ J ′1/J1 ≤ 0.8 the Z2 gapless spin liquid phase
has very similar energies to the spiral ones37.
FIG. 1. Spatially anisotropic triangular lattice with J1 and J
′
1
nearest-neighbor interactions. J1 = 0, J
′
1 = 0, and J1 = J
′
1,
corresponds to chains, square and triangular AF, respectively.
Motivated by the small amount of second neighbor
exchange interaction (J2) needed to stabilized 2D spin
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2liquid phases16–22 and the unusual effects of the spa-
tial anisotropy32–41 (J ′1), in this paper we investigate the
phase diagram of the spatially anisotropic J1− J2 model
on triangular lattices (see Fig. 2). We use the Schwinger
boson (SB) theory49,50 to compute the quantum phase
diagram of the model up to Gaussian order31,51 (1/N cor-
rection) where N is the flavor number of SB. At this level
of calculation certain entanglement effects are taken into
account through the fluctuations of the emergent gauge
fields.52 The mean-field phase diagram of this model
was already computed by Merino et al. 53 , finding, Ne´el,
collinear, spiral, and spin liquid regions. However, it is
well known that at the mean field level the magnetic or-
dering is overestimated and the magnetic excitations are
not the physical ones. Therefore, the inclusion of Gaus-
sian fluctuations is imperative.31,51 In fact, at Gaussian
level the whole phase diagram is strongly renormalized
with respect to the mean-field approach (see Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5). In particular, for all values of J2 we find that
quantum fluctuations reinforce the Ne´el phase; while the
stability of the long range collinear and spiral regions
are strongly reduced along with the appearance of 0-flux
and nematic spin liquids regions in between, correspond-
ing to its short range counterparts. The good agreement
between the Schwinger boson theory and the variational
Monte Carlo predictions37 along the line J2 = 0 gives a
strong support to our results. Remarkably, around the
isotropic line J ′1 = J1, the stability of the spirals is so
weak, that our results seem to recover the transition to
the spin liquid phase at the expected value J2/J1 ≈ 0.07,
found by the most sophisticated numerical methods.19–22
In section II we present the spatially anisotropic J1−J2
Heisenberg model with next-nearest neighbors exchange
interactions on the triangular lattice along with the well-
known limits it covers and its corresponding classical
phase diagram. In section III we present the main
steps to compute the Gaussian corrections within the
Schwinger boson theory. In section IV we present the
Gaussian corrected phase diagram and compare it with
the mean field one. In section V we close with the con-
clusions.
II. SPATIALLY ANISOTROPIC J1-J2
HEISENBERG MODEL
We focus on the spatially anisotropic triangular spin-
1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model with next-
nearest-neighbor interactions, whose Hamiltonian can be
written as
H = J1
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj + J ′1
∑
〈i,j〉′
Si · Sj + J2
∑
[k,l]
Sk · Sl, (1)
where Si are the quantum spin-
1
2 operators and all ex-
change interactions are positive. The sum 〈i, j〉 indicates
nearest neighbors along two directions δ1, 〈i, j〉′ indicates
nearest neighbors along the remaining direction δ′1, and
[k, l] runs along next nearest neighbors δ2 (see Fig. 2).
FIG. 2. Spatially anisotropic triangular lattice with next-
nearest-neighbor interactions. J1 runs along two triangular
directions, J ′1 runs along the remaining one, and J2 connects
all next-nearest-neighbors on a triangular lattice (only the in-
teractions to the center-site are shown for the sake of clarity).
This Hamiltonian includes some well-known limits: for
J2 = J
′
1 = 0 it reduces to the unfrustrated square-lattice
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model, which exhibits a
Ne´el order in the thermodynamic limit; whereas for
J2 = 0 and J
′
1 = J1 it reduces to the triangular-lattice
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model which exhibits a
commensurate 120◦ Ne´el order with three sublattices.
Therefore, when varying J ′1 from 0 to J1, our model
Hamiltonian interpolates between the square and
triangular lattices, respectively. For J1/J
′
1 = 0 the
system becomes a set of decoupled one-dimensional
gapless spin- 12 chains with quasi long range magnetic
order. Then, when increasing J ′1 from J
′
1 = J1 we can
interpolate between the 2D triangular lattice and a set of
one-dimensional decoupled chains. Another important
parameter space of the Hamiltonian is along the isotropic
line, J ′1 = J1, with varying J2, corresponding to the so-
called J1−J2 Heisenberg model on the triangular lattice.
In Fig. 3 is shown the classical phase diagram of Hamil-
tonian (1), obtained by minimizing the classical energy
E = S2
∑
ij
Jij cos (Q · δij) , (2)
where the exchange Jij takes finite values J1, J
′
1, and J2
only along the directions δ = δ1, δ
′
1, δ2 needed to build
the system shown in Fig. 2, and J1 is taken as energy
unit. The advantage of the present lattice is that all
magnetic phases can be classified by a unique magnetic
wave vector Q. The phase diagram exhibits three differ-
ent magnetic orders: Ne´el order signalled by Q = (0, 2pi√
3
)
on the triangular Brillouin zone (blue), collinear mag-
netic order (pi, pi√
3
) (purple), and incommensurate mag-
netic order (Q, 2pi√
3
) (green). Along the spatially isotropic
line J ′1=J1 the Ne´el and collinear phases are the same,
while the spirals turn out commensurated of 120◦ order
( 2pi3 ,
2pi√
3
). Furthermore, the transition between the spiral
and Ne´el orders is continuous.
For spin S = 12 , the classical phase diagram is expected
to change due to quantum fluctuations, enhanced by frus-
3FIG. 3. Classical phase diagram of the Hamiltonian 1. The
Ne´el phase, Q = (0, 2pi√
3
) is colored in blue, the collinear phase,
(pi, pi√
3
), in purple, and the spiral phases, (Q, 2pi√
3
) in green.
trating interactions. For example, as discussed in the in-
troduction, along the two lines characterized by J ′1=J1,
and J2 = 0, numerical methods such as density-matrix
renormalization group algorithms and variational Monte
Carlo have predicted the existence of quantum spin liq-
uid phases somewhere between the ordered phases.19–22
The problem of mapping the whole quantum phase di-
agram has only been carried out recently within the
Schwinger boson mean-field theory53, which we will dis-
cuss in the next sections. Given the variety of frustrating
interactions between different neighbors and the several
ordered and disordered phases expected, exploring the
whole phase diagram is not an easy task. The most stan-
dard exact diagonalization and density-matrix methods
present an increasing computational cost when increas-
ing system sizes and scaling towards the thermodynamic
limit (further increased when including interactions be-
tween distant neighbors); while quantum Monte Carlo
method suffers the sign problem. Consequently, to carry
on this task we will use the Schwinger boson theory50 at
the Gaussian correction level, or 1/N corrections, where
N is the number of flavors of the Schwinger bosons. We
have recently developed a detailed analysis of the the-
ory beyond the mean-field approach.31 This theory has
proven to give good quantitative results for static and
dynamic properties, and its ability to describe both, or-
dered (commensurate and incommensurate) and disor-
dered phases, allows us to compute a complete and reli-
able phase diagram.33,51,52,54–56
III. SCHWINGER BOSON THEORY
In the Schwinger boson theory49,50 the spin operator
is represented in terms of bosonic spinor operators as
Si =
1
2b
†
i~σ bi, where ~σ is the vector of Pauli matrices
and b†i = (bˆ
†
i↑; bˆ
†
i↓) is the spinor of SB’s bˆ↑ and bˆ↓. To sat-
isfy the spin algebra, a local constraint over the number
of bosons per site
∑
σ bˆ
†
iσ bˆiσ = 2S has to be imposed. In
this representation, the Heisenberg interaction of equa-
tion (1) can be re-written in terms of SU(2) invariant link
operators as31,54,57
H =
∑
i,j
Jij
(
: Bˆ†ijBˆij : −Aˆ†ijAˆij
)
, (3)
where Bˆ†ij =
1
2
∑
σ bˆ
†
iσ bˆjσ and Aˆij =
1
2
∑
σ σbˆiσ bˆjσ¯ are
the building blocks of the theory.
Using coherent states of SB the partition function takes
the form31,49
Z =
∫
Dλ[DbDb] e−
∫ β
0
dτ[
∑
i,σ b
τ
iσ∂τ b
τ
iσ+H(b,b)]
× e−
∫ β
0
dτ[i
∑
i λ
τ
i (
∑
σ b
τ
iσb
τ
iσ−2S)], (4)
where the λ field is added to ensure the local constraint
and the integrating measures are [DbDb] = Π
db
τ
iσdb
τ
iσ
2pii and
Dλ = Π
dλτi
2pii . To decouple the BB and AA terms of the
Hamiltonian, two types of Hubbard-Stratonovich fields,
WA and WB are introduced. Then, the integrals in b
and b can be carried out, leading to31
Z =
∫
DWDWDλ e−Seff(W,W,λ), (5)
where W and W denote the complex fields W
A
, W
B
,
WA, and WB , respectively, with the effective action Seff
given by
Seff =
∫ β
0
dτ(
∑
i,j,µ
JijW
µ,τ
ij W
µ,τ
ij −i2S
∑
i
λτi )−lnZbos, (6)
where µ sums over the fields A and B; and Zbos is the
bosonic partition function
Zbos =
∫
[DbDb]e−Sbos(b,b) (7)
that integrates over the quadratic bosonic action given
by31
Sbos =
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
i,j
~bτ†i Mτi,j~bτj . (8)
Next, the effective action Seff(W,W, λ) in Eq. (5) is
expanded up to second order around the saddle-point
solution of the fields,31,46
Seff(W,W,λ) ' S(0)eff +
1
2
∑
α1,α2
∆~φ†α1S
(2)
α1,α2∆
~φα2 , (9)
where S
(0)
eff = Seff(W sp,Wsp, λsp) is the saddle-point ef-
fective action, S(2) = ∂
2Seff
∂~φ†∂~φ
∣∣
sp
is the fluctuation ma-
trix evaluated at the saddle-point solution, α denotes
4momentum, frequency, and neighbor index; and ∆~φ†
are the fluctuations of the fields around the saddle-
point solution, defined by ∆~φ† = ~φ†− ~φ†sp where ~φ =
(WB ,W
B
,WA,W
A
, λ)†, and ~φ†sp is the saddle-point so-
lution that fulfills the condition S(1) = ∂Seff
∂~φ
= 0. Choos-
ing a static and homogeneous ansatz, the saddle-point
solution can be related to the real mean-field parameters
Aδ, Bδ, and λ as follows
WBδ
∣∣∣
sp
= −√NβBδ, WAδ
∣∣∣
sp
= i
√
NβAδ,
λ
∣∣∣
sp
= iλ,
(10)
where Bδ = 〈Bˆδ〉 and Aδ = 〈Aˆδ〉. The saddle-point con-
dition leads to the self-consistent equations, which have
the usual zero-temperature form of the SB mean-field
theory54,58
Aδ =
1
2N
∑
k
γAk
εk
sin(k · δ), (11)
Bδ =
1
2N
∑
k
γBk + λ
εk
cos(k · δ), (12)
S +
1
2
=
1
2N
∑
k
γBk + λ
εk
. (13)
where the free spin- 12 spinon dispersion relation is ob-
tained by diagonalizing the mean-field Hamiltonian:58
εk =
√(
γBk + λ
)2 − (γAk )2, (14)
with γBk =
∑
δ JδBδ cos(k · δ), γAk =
∑
δ JδAδ sin(k · δ),
and the sums go over δ = δ1, δ
′
1, δ2. Notice that the
physical spin-1 excitations at the mean field level involve
a continuum of two free spinon excitations. We have
recently shown that when the ground state is mag-
netically ordered the Gaussian corrections induce the
expected collective magnon excitations as two-spinon
bound states.31,59
For any finite lattice, the mean field ground state has
a singlet nature due to the rotational invariant char-
acter of the operators Aˆij and Bˆij .
58 Nevertheless, as
the system size N increases the spinon gap may be-
have as ε±Q0/2 ∼ 1/N for a given Q0. In the ther-
modynamic limit, these zero modes can be treated as
Bose condensates that lead to the putative rupture of
the SU(2) symmetry.60–62 In this case the local magneti-
zation msp(Q0) can be extracted from the singular part
of Eqs. (11)-(13) while Q0 is the magnetic wave vector of
the long range order structure. The Gaussian corrections
to msp(Q0), however, require a much more involved cal-
culation. Namely, introducing an infinitesimal magnetic
field along the local magnetic order that is sent to zero
after the thermodynamic limit is carried on.31 Alterna-
tively, in order to evaluate the presence of long range
order at Gaussian level we compute the magnetic spin
stiffness. The advantage is that the spin stiffness can
be computed on finite systems, allowing us an appropri-
ate size scaling study.33,46,51,63 The procedure consists
of solving the equations (11)-(13) with twisted boundary
conditions in such a way that the saddle-point solution
corresponds to a magnetic structure slightly twisted by
∆Q from Q0. So now the ground-state energy is a func-
tion of the twisted wave vector Q = Q0 + ∆Q through
the mean-field parameters as
ESP(Q) = N
∑
δ
B2δ(Q)−A2δ(Q), (15)
whose spin stiffness is obtained by
ρSP =
∂2ESP(Q)
∂Q2
∣∣∣
Q0
, (16)
where the second order derivative is evaluated at the
local minimum Q0 of the ground-state energy ESP(Q).
The other advantage of the spin stiffness is that the
Gaussian corrections can be easily calculated by replacing
the Gaussian corrected ground-state energy in Eq. (16).
This requires integrating the Gaussian fluctuations of the
Hubbard-Stratonovich fields which are the gauge fields of
the effective partition function
Z ' e−S(0)eff ×
∫
D~φ†D~φ e−
1
2∆
~φ†S(2)∆~φ. (17)
However, due to the rupture of the local gauge symme-
try of the saddle-point solution, the fluctuation matrix
S(2) has infinite zero modes related to the gauge fluctu-
ations that lead to divergences. To avoid them it is used
the Fadeev-Popov trick which restricts the integration to
field fluctuations orthogonal to the gauge orbit31,51. Al-
ternatively, one can obtain exactly the same result by
truncating the λ field column and row of S(2) (resulting
in truncated fluctuation matrix S
(2)
tr )
31. In this latter
case, the Gaussian correction to the ground-state energy
(zero temperature) gives
E(2) = − 1
4piN
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∑
k
ln
[
1
detS
(2)
tr (k, ω)
]
. (18)
Then, we can calculate the ground-state energy at
Gaussian order for any twisted boundary condition as
EFL(Q) = ESP(Q)+E
(2)(Q), and therefore also the spin
stiffness
ρFL =
∂2EFL(Q)
∂Q2
∣∣∣
QFLmin
, (19)
where QFLmin is the local minimum of EFL(Q), that can
be different from Q0 of the saddle-point solution.
33
5FIG. 4. Schwinger boson mean field phase diagram for the
spatially anisotropic J1 − J2 model of equation (1). The la-
bels are as in Fig. 3, except 1DSL, which corresponds to the
quantum spin liquid with 1D nature (see text).
IV. PHASE DIAGRAM
In general we use clusters that respect the symmetry of
the triangular lattice in the thermodynamic limit, of the
form N = 3×L×L, with periodic boundary conditions.11
For the mean field solutions we practically have no re-
striction for the size scaling of the spin stiffness; while
for the Gaussian corrections we use system sizes up to
N = 1200 sites.
To get the mean field phase diagram we solve the self-
consistent equations (11)-(13) by plugging in the dif-
ferent classical ansatzs Aδ = S sin(Q · δ/2) and Bδ =
S cos(Q · δ/2), where Q = (0, 2pi√
3
), Q = (pi, pi√
3
), and
Q = (Q, 2pi√
3
) correspond to Ne´el, collinear, and spiral
phases, respectively. The resulting mean field phase dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 4 where there are two main points
to stress. On one hand, the quantum fluctuations en-
hance the stability of the spiral phases with respect to
Ne´el and collinear ones. This effect is mostly observed
along the spatially isotropic line, J1=J
′
1. Here, the Ne´el
and collinear phases coincide again; while the transition
between the spiral and the Ne´el phase is continuous as
in the classical case. On the other hand, for J ′1 & 2,
the collinear and spiral phases melt with the appearance
of a large quantum disordered region (yellow region on
the right of the diagram). Along this boundary the spin
stiffness vanishes. Notice that the same mean field phase
diagram was obtained by Merino et al. 53 using the local
magnetization instead of the spin stiffness, as order pa-
rameter. In addition we have found that the quantum
spin liquid region has a one dimensional character, a fea-
ture that was overlooked. Namely, besides the vanishing
of the spin stiffness (local magnetization) the mean field
solution corresponds to a collection of decoupled spin
chains with finite Aδ′1 along δ
′
1, whereas Aδ1 = Bδ1 = 0
along δ1. For this reason, in Fig. 5, the spin liquid region
has been called 1D spin liquid (1DSL).
FIG. 5. Gaussian corrected mean field phase diagram for
the spatially anisotropic J1 − J2 model of equation (1). The
labels are as in Fig. 4. The 0-flux, nematic I, and nematic
II corresponds to the short range order counterparts of the
spiral, Ne´el, and collinear phases, respectively. See table I for
its representative parameter structure.
0-flux nematic I nematic II
Aδ1 -(A,A
′, A′) -(0, A,A) −(A,A′, 0)
Bδ1 (B,-B
′, B′) (B, 0, 0) (0, 0, B)
Aδ2 (±A′′, 0,±A′′) -(A′, 0, A′) (0,-A′′, A′′′)
Bδ2 (-B
′′,-B′′′, B′′) (0,-B′, 0) (-B′, 0, 0)
TABLE I. Structure of the mean field parameters for the 0-
flux, nematic I, and nematic II spin liquid phases. The ±
correspond to J1<J
′
1 and J1>J
′
1, respectively. Along the
isotropic line, J1=J
′
1, nematic I and nematic II have equivalent
structures.
The Gaussian corrected phase diagram is shown in
Fig. 5. It is observed a strong reduction of all long
range ordered regions, except the Ne´el phase, with re-
spect to the mean field ones, accompanied by the emer-
gence of its corresponding short range order (SRO) coun-
terparts. Indeed, along the magnetically ordered bound-
aries the spin stiffness vanishes. The criteria to establish
the stability of the SRO regions is the following: once
long range order is lost, that is, the Gaussian corrected
ground state energy EFL(Q) has not upward concavity
as a function of Q, we study the stability of each short
range order regime by checking the positivity of the fluc-
tuations matrix at Q0 (without twisted boundary condi-
tions) through detS
(2)
tr (k, ω) (section III). Then, accord-
ing to he projective symmetry group classification,55,64–66
the SRO spiral solution corresponds to the 0-flux spin liq-
uid phase; whereas, both, SRO Ne´el and collinear solu-
tions correspond to nematic I and nematic II spin liquid
phases, respectively.56,66 The structure of the mean field
parameters for the 0-flux, nematic I and nematic II spin
liquid phases of the phase diagram (Fig. 5) is shown in
table I.
On the other hand, the boundaries between such spin
60.00
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FIG. 6. Size scaling of the Gaussian corrected spin stiffness
along the isotropic line J1 = J
′
1 (J1 − J2 model).
liquid phases have been located by using energy argu-
ments. Remarkably, in the neighborhood of the isotropic
line J1=J
′
1, in the range 0.07 . J2 . 0.14, the long range
incommensurate spirals are so fragile that only the com-
mensurate 120◦ Ne´el state survives. This can be seen in
Fig. 6 where the size scaling of the spin stiffness along
the isotropic line, shows that the 120◦ Ne´el state sur-
vives for J2 . 0.14. The unexpected instability of the
incommensurate spirals is quite suggestive since if such
fragility would extend to the commensurate spiral case
the corresponding critical value would be J2/J1 ≈ 0.07,
which coincides with the quantum phase transition pre-
dicted by the more sophisticated numerical methods19–22
for the J1 − J2 model on the triangular lattice. Further-
more, the competence among several SRO phases near
J2/J1 ≈ 0.14 demonstrates the difficulties to discern the
actual nature of the spin liquid phase in the J1−J2 model.
In order to study the validity of our results we
concentrate along the line J2 = 0 of the phase di-
agram where variational Monte Carlo results are
available.35,37 In Fig. 7 it is compared the ground
state energy per site predicted by variational Monte
Carlo with the SB theory at the Gaussian level. Ac-
tually, the VMC results correspond to lattice sizes of
N = 18× 18 = 324 (square geometry) while the SB ones
are for N = 3×12×12 = 432 size (triangular geometry).
The SB theory reproduces quite well the energies of Ne´el
and spiral phases, but in the regime of weakly coupled
chains the Gaussian corrected energies (violet circles)
get worse with respect to VMC. We suspect that this
behavior is related to the failure of the SB theory to
recover the gapless nature of the spin- 12 chains. Instead,
for decoupled chains the Gaussian corrected energy
(green square) shows a linear dependence with J ′1 which
agrees better with the numerical results (turquoise
diamond). In other words, once the spin- 12 chains are
coupled, at this approximation level, the SB theory
does not capture properly the one-dimensionalization
FIG. 7. Comparison of the ground state energy per site
between variational Monte Carlo and the Gaussian corrected
Schwinger boson theory along the line J2 = 0. Light blue
diamonds are the variational Monte Carlo results taken from
Ref. [37]. Green squares are for decouples spin chains, while
violet circles correspond to weakly coupled spin chains (see
text).
phenomenon.34,35,41,44 For this reason, in order to locate
the boundary of the 1DSL region in the phase diagram
(Fig. 5), we have used the results corresponding to
completely decoupled spin chains. Furthermore, the
very similar energy values of the 1DSL and 0-flux phase
for an important range of J ′1 does not allow to discern
precisely the boundary between them. So that, the ac-
tual boundary of the 1DSL region will be surely modified.
FIG. 8. Comparison between variational Monte Carlo taken
from Ref. [37] and Gaussian corrected Schwinger boson the-
ory, along the line J2 = 0.
In Fig. 8 we compare our results with the prediction
of the variational Monte Carlo37 along the line J2 = 0.
VMC predicts a Z2 spin liquid with gapless nature be-
tween Ne´el and spiral phases. This state, however, has
a very similar energy to the spiral one within the range
0.7 ≤ J ′1 ≤ 0.8. On the other hand, at Gaussian level,
the SB theory predicts the 0-flux phase within the range
0.6. J ′1 . 0.9. Given that the parameters Aδ and Bδ
of the 0-flux phase are non zero, it corresponds to a Z2
spin liquid, but of gapped nature.55 Then, even if the
spin liquid regions predicted by VMC (0.7− 0.8) and SB
(0.6− 0.9), are shown in the same colour in Fig. 8, they
are not the same phase. Regarding the critical value be-
tween the 1D spin liquid and the 0-flux, we believe that
7the 1D spin liquid phase will be more extended, as dis-
cussed above, shrinking the 0-flux region, although it will
probably not disappear as in VMC case. At this point,
it is worth to stress that, besides of the fermionic repre-
sentation for the spin operators, the VMC relies on the
selected variational wave function; while the SB theory is
based on the bosonic representation and relies on the link
operators Aˆij and Bˆij by mean of which the Heisenberg
interaction is expressed. The validity of both methods
in the whole parameter space should be more carefully
investigated.67
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have computed the phase diagram of the spatially
anisotropic spin- 12 AF Heisenberg model on triangular
lattice with next-nearest neighbor interactions. We have
used the Schwinger boson theory up to Gaussian order.
The phase diagram (Fig. 5) consists of an important
region with long range Ne´el order and well reduced
regions with long range collinear and spiral phases with
respect to the mean field ones (Fig. 4). This reduction
of the long range order regions is accompanied by
the emergence of its short range counterparts, leaving
an ample room for 0-flux and nematic spin liquid
phases. Unlike the SB mean field approach, which favors
magnetically ordered phases, the Gaussian corrections
stabilize spin liquid phases. Our results compare quite
well with variational Monte Carlo along the line J2 = 0,
although the location of the boundary of the 1D spin
liquid region (yellow region of the phase diagram) is
not very reliable. This is probably related to the failure
of the Schwinger boson theory to recover, at Gaussian
level, the quasi-one dimensional regime. Remarkably,
within the neighborhood of the isotropic line, J1 = J
′
1,
the incommensurate spirals are so fragile that only
survives the commensurate 120◦ Ne´el ones. This result
is quite suggestive since if such a fragility were also
for the commensurate ones the melting point would
be at J2/J1 ≈ 0.07, which agrees with predictions
of the more sophisticated numerical methods for the
J1 − J2 model.16–22 Our study demonstrate the need to
incorporate Gaussian fluctuations above the SB mean
field approach to obtain a very rich phase diagram.
We hope that this work along with the study of other
related models68 serve to guide the increasing search of
triangular AF compounds with spin liquid behaviour.69
We remind that the Gaussian corrections to the
mean field solution incorporate the fluctuation of the
Hubbard-Stratonovich WA,WB and λ fields which are
the gauge fields of the effective theory. Besides of chang-
ing the mean field ground state it is important to point
out that the fluctuations of the λ field improve the local
constraint of the SB’s, which is relaxed at the mean field
level; while the WA and WB fluctuations mediate the
interaction between spinons that at the mean field level
are free. Recent computation of the Gaussian corrected
dynamical structure factor of the triangular Heisenberg
model shows that in the magnetic excitation spectrum
coexist an extended two-spinon continuum along with
collective magnon excitations as two-spinon bound
states.31,59 Though it is out of the scope of the present
work, we can conjecture that the magnetic spectrum of
the long range order regions discussed above will have
such coexistence of excitations with a relative spectral
weight dependent of the frustration degree; while in the
spin liquid phases the spectrum will be described by an
extended continuum of spinon excitations.70 We leave
this investigation for a future work.
After completing this work we came across with an
exact diagonalization study performed in a related spa-
tially anisotropic J1 − J2 model on the triangular lattice
whose phase diagram shows similar characteristics to
our results.71
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